
CHAPTER V

DOMESTIC INVESTMENT

1. Main Developments

Gross domestic ifxed capital formation (excluding dwellings) edged up 1

percent in 1970 to stand at IL 3,134 million. This virtual stability was the
resultant of an increase of 15 percent in industry and private services and of 5

percent in electric power and construction equipment and a decline in other
nondwelling investment. By contrast, investment in housing was up 33 percent,
so that total real gross fixed capital formation rose 9 percent.
Nondwelling investment levelled off in consequence of conflicting trends in

the public and private sectors. Capital spending by the public sector and its
companies fell by 19 percent, while that by the private sector continued upward,
by 20 percent. However, if ships and aircraft are excluded, private sector
investment grew more slowly than in 1969 by 14 as against 40 percent.
The contraction of public sector investment1 in 1970 was due to deliberate

Government policy and to random factors such as the completion of the Eilat
Ashkelon oil pipeline. Direct Government investments were cut back by 13
percent, with the postal services, roads, and public services being most affected.
The Government also indirectly restrained capital spending by granting a
smaller number of building permits to nonproift institutions and cutting down
loans to approved enterprises.2 These steps were an integral part of the Govern
ment's overall ifscal policy designed to prevent inlfationary pressures under the
prevailing conditions of full employment and mounting expenditure on security
and immigrant absorption.
After a strong upswing in 196869 with the rebounding of the economy from

the recession, private sector investment, excluding ships and aircraft, continued
to rise in 1970 but at a somewhat slower rate. This relfected the more sluggish
expansion of the national product and the belief that the full employment con
ditions would not permit any acceleration of the growth rate.
Nondwelling capital formation, as already noted, displayed a differential

growth pattern in 1970. Whereas infrastructure investment and that in public
services declined as a result of Government policy, investment in industry
increased, but more slowly than in the previous year. Since the Six Day War the

* The discussion in this chapter excludes Government investments in the administered areas.
 Enterprises granted approved status under the Law for the Encouragement of Capital Invest
ments are entitled to various beneifts.
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Table Vl

GROSS AND NET INVESTMENT, 196570

)IL million, at current prices)

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Percent annual real increase or decrease ()

fg^fs 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Gross ifxed nondwelling investment

Less: Depreciation

Net ifxed nondwelling investment

Gross investment in dwellings

Less: Depreciation

Net investment in dwellings

Total gross ifxed investment

Change in inventories

Total gross investment

Less: Depreciation

Total net investment

121431515103,1342,8142,2231,4551,7001,957

1183610121,3591,119994898832741

5311063630101,7751,6951,2295578681,216

3338163219131,441970657532787977

7547910434364325292273249

4870305329141,007606332240514728

925362116114,5753,7842,8801,9872,4872,934

11212528452118143

918472212114,6873,9093,1642,0392,6053,077

1073610111,7931,4831,3191,1901,105990

8251064323112,8942,4261,8458491,5002,087

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and Bank of Israel.



demand of the defense establishment for industrial goods has irsen enormously,
while industrial exports have expanded at a vigorous rate relative to output.
Industry has also enjoyed considerable Government encouragement in the form
of grants and cheap loans to approved enterprises ; in 1969, however, the rate
of loan capital from public sources in the total investment of the firm was
reduced, and this tended to slow capital spending by industry in 1970.
Investment in housing rose by 33 percent in 1970, following a 38 percent gain

in 1969. This upsurge has been due to the swelling demand for homes since
the war, a reflection of the boom conditions and the increase in immigration.
Residential construction recovered from the recession rather slowly because of
the accumulation of a stock of vacant dwellings at the time, and primarily
because of technical limitations connected with the length of the planning and
construction period and with organizational dififculties encountered in expanding
public construction.
The growth of dwelling investment now seems to be slackening, as evidenced

by the much more sluggish expansion of starts in 1970 18 percent as contrasted
with 50 percent the year before.
Fixed capital formation is inlfuenced by the level of economic activity and in

turn influences it. Gross nondwelling investment damped down the expansion
of output in 1970, while residential construction was an important factor working
in the other direction. The product component of nondwelling investment de
creased because of the reduced share of investment in buildings, which have a
high product component.
The prices of investment goods jumped about 11 percent. Construction inputs

became dearer mainly because of higher wages and taxes. The rise in equipment
prices was due primarily to the import surcharge levied in August 1970 and to
higher prices abroad.

2. Quarterly Developments
After a rapid and steady upswing in capital formation from the second half

of 1967, the year reviewed witnessed a reversal of trend, with fixed investment
( excluding ships and aircraft ) declining duirng the first three quarters. The
decrease occurred in nondwelling investment, that in housing continuing upward
throughout the year.
Investment in nonresidential construction declined noticeably in the first half

of the year, and rose slowly during the second half because of the large volume of
completions. Building starts fell off throughout 1970, and this will affect the level
of investment in the following year. Most of the decrease in starts was con
centrated in public services, business, hotels and other guest establishments, and
industry. Dwelling investment rose duirng the year, but here too the uptrend
began to lose vigor, the volume of starts shirnking by 10 percent in the final
quarter. The area of housing started by private builders was on the downgrade
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Table V2

GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT," QUARTERLY, 196770

(Quantitative indexes: quarterly average for1967 = 100)

Total
ifxed

investment*
Vehicles

Equipment
Other
oon

struction
Dwellings

TotalIm
ported

Locally
manu
factured

107102105102110103115I1967

81808792828177II

10295103103103100104III

110124104103106116104IV

118185136. 148124108104I1968

124169156193115107115II
136178165189138125121III
146230173213128136124IV

152312184193173129133I1969

166305218274152131149II

172298210238179139168III
192411245290195139188IV

187348232261200129208I1970

182329248325163108211II

180262228260194116218HI
180345221236204118213IV

* Excluding ships and aircraft.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

throughout the year, but public sector starts fell off only in the final quarter. This
differential development can be ascribed to the fact that the private sector is more
sensitive to fluctuations in demand, particularly since the recession, when it was
hit especially hard. After the recession, public sector investment responded more
slowly to the mounting demand, largely because of organizational dififculties in
stepping up the volume of construction. In recent years the distinction between
public and private construction has lost much of its meaning as regards housing,
since the public sector has purchased a large number of dwellings from private
builders.
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Capital outlays on plant and equipment
also dropped during the year (except in
the second quarter) , though more slowly
than in the case of construction. Devalu
atibn expectations after the 1969 elec
tions led to the advancing of purchases of
equipment for projects in the implemen
tation stage and the replacement of ob
solescent equipment earlier than original
ly planned. The outcome was a sharp rise
in equipment purchases, particularly im
ported, in the final months of 1969. In the
first quarter of 1970 purchases fell off.
The speculative effect was strongest in the
case of imported vehicles, because a rise
in taxes was also expected.

A decline in equipment purchases in the
third and fourth quarters of 1970 can be
attributed to the sizable pickup in the
two preceding years and the slight reduc
tion of total capital formation in 1970.
Support for this explanation is to be found
in the contraction of nonresidential build
ing starts throughout the year. The smaller
import of equipment in the second half of
1970 cannot be ascribed to the surcharge
ments do not respond so promptly to price

Figure Vl
GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT,

QUARTERLY, 196870

(Quantitative indexes; quarterly average
for 1967=100(
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Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

imposed in August, because invest
changes.

3. Determinants of Public and Private Investment

In analyzing the factors determining the level of investment, a distinction
must be made between investment in the various productive sectors industry,
agriculture, commerce, etc. most of which is made by private enterprise, and
infrastructure investment roads, ports, etc. which is controlled by the public
sector. Private investment is influenced mainly by the growth of demand for the
output of the various sectors, prospects for a future increase in demand and prof
its, and the depreciation of the existing capital stock. Other factors are invest
ment grants, technological innovations, and the availability of investment ifnance
 profits and longterm loans. Public sector investment depends on the country's
infrastructure requirements, but in the short run such factors as changes in
demand and proiftability play a less signiifcant role than the Government's fiscal
policy.
The taperingoff of nondwelling investment in 1970 was the resultant of
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conlficting trends in public and private investment. Capital spending by the
public sector and its companies was down 19 percent in 1970, while pirvate
investment rose by 20 percent. The growth of private sector investment
excluding ships, where the timing of acquisitions is largely of a random nature
(it is often a matter of chance whether a ship is delivered at the end of one
year or the beginning of the next)  declined from 40 percent in 1969 to 14
percent.
In 1970 the Government adopted a policy of fiscal restraint in order to

stave off the generation of inlfationary pressures in the existing conditions of
full employment and mounting expenditures on defense and immigrant ab
sorption. As part of this policy, direct and indirect taxes were raised, a general
import surcharge levied, compulsory loans imposed, and some subsidies abolished.
Under the Government's investment policy, which must be viewed as an integral
part of its overall ifscal policy, it cut back capital outlays on public services,
roads, and Government enterprises (the Post Office, Israel Railways, ports, etc.)
by 13 percent.
Local authority investment in services was reduced by 7 percent. Outlays by

the Jewish Agency on afforestation and land reclamation were curtailed owing
to the full employment (such investment serves to provide relief work and hence
is much larger duirng slump periods).
The steepest drop (29 percent) was recorded for public sector companies.

All of the decline occurred in large projects which do not require repeated
investment : the EilatAshkelon oil pipeline was completed, a much smaller sum
was expended on the Dead Sea Works expansion program after a heavy outlay
in the previous year, and acquisitions of ships and aircraft declined. It should
be mentioned that sizable orders have been placed for ships and aircraft and
down payments made on some of them. The execution of these orders will be
relfected in the investment ifgures for the next two years.
Investment by pirvate nonproift institutions fell by 5 percent, this too due to

Government policy. In 1970 the Government issued fewer building permits to
such institutions, depressing their construction outlaysby 17 percent ( although
those on equipment rose).
Private business investment was up 24 percent in 1970, following a 17 percent

gain the year before. But if purchases of ships and aircraft are netted out,1
the growth rate fell from 40 percent in 1969 to 14 percent, with industry,
commerce, and private services accounting for most of the increase. This decel
eration must be viewed against the background of the heavy investment made
in 1968 and 1969 following the vigorous postrecession expansion of the national
product. With the attainment of full employment, GNP growth has slackened,

* Private investment in ships amounted to IL 193 million in 1968, IL 24 million in 1969, and
IL 168 million in 1970. The precise timing of these investments has little signiifcance, as
explained above.
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TableV3
GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT, BY TYPE OF INVESTOR AND INITIATING SECTOR, 196570

(IL million, at 1970 prices)

Percent annual increase or decrease )(
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
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Nondwelling investment, by invesitngsector*

Government, local authorities, and
National Institutions

Government enterprises'"

Public sector companies"

Total public sector investment

Nonproift institutions

Private business enterprises'1

Total private sector investment

Total nondwelling investment

1021714915506564468439383420

147717317214248232217260269

294171181431484681484282344400

1926265971,2041,4931,1849389871,089

519147113216228191168180162

241773282271,7141,3791,1756789471,217

201861251861,9301,6071,3668461,1271,379

2,468 2,114 1,784 2,550 3,100 3,134  15 15 43 22

Investment in dwellings, by initiating sector

4745441265398271187194329422Public

283624281691,043815601484672800Private

* There is a conceptual difference between the public sector's investment and its purchases on capital account.
b The trading enterprises of the public sector, including the Post Oiffce, Israel Railways, air and sea ports, and local authority enterprises.
" Companies in Whose management the public sector has the decisive voice.
a Calculated as a residual.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and Bank of Israel estimates.



and this, coupled with the feeling that demand will continue upward at the
present rate for some time to come, has dampened capital spending in the
pirvate sector.

4. Investment by Economic Sector
The uptrend in investment in industry, construction equipment, and electric

power carired over through the year reviewed, while the other sectors recorded
smaller figures than in 1969. This can be attributed to the changes that took
place in the demand for the output of the various sectors and in the weight
of public investment in these sectors.
The expansion of industiral investment was, at 15 percent, below that of the

two preceding years. The rising curve in such investment is explained by the
mounting demand for the sector's output in both the domestic and foreign
markets and the numerous incentives offered to those investing in the develop
ment areas and in export industires. The figures for imported equipment, which
accounted for 60 percent of total industrial investment, indicate that the biggest
increase (31 percent) was in the metal and machinery branches where de
fense orders have been of decisive importance since the war followed by
vehicles and consumer goods such as food and clothing. Production of consumer
goods, particularly food, is also affected by the size of immigration (which
came to 37,000 in 1970, similar to the 1969 level) and expectations as to its
future growth. In the nonmetallic mineral products industry, which manufactures
construction inputs, equipment imports shot up 165 percent, largely due to the
vigorous expansion of construction activity in the past two years.
Another factor contirbuting to the growth of industrial investment was the

upward trend of industiral proifts in the last three years. This had an important
bearing on the ifnancing of industrial investment in 1970, since the Government
tightened its longterm credit to this sector.1 In 1969 the percentage of loan
capital granted to approved enterprises was cut by 810 percent. This was one
of the reasons why credit from public sources rose by only 14 percent in
1970, compared with 65 percent in 1969, and forced the concerns to resort more
heavily to selfifnancing.
Grants given to approved enterpirses under the investment law totalled

IL52 million in 1970, as against IL 31 million the year before. Part of the
increase stemmed from the fact that, because of budget dififculties, some grants
approved in 1969 were not paid until the following year. About 65 percent of
the grants went to four branches food, textiles, metal products, and rubber
and plastics. The bulk of this form of aid went to ifrms in the development
areas. In addition to grants, those investing in development areas or in export
industires received many other concessions, including exemptions from income

1 See also Chapter XVI.
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TableV4

GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT, BY SECTOR, 196470

)IL million, at 1970 prices)

Agriculture

Of which: Agricultural output

Irrigation

Industry, mining, quarrying

Construction equipment

Electric power

Transportation and communications

Ships and aircraft

Motor vehicles

Other items

Commerce and services

Dwellings

Total fixed investment

Percent annual
increase or
decrease( )1970196919681967196619651964

19701969

26201205193182179204220

71061667487708899

032474769848993126

1035815740548291375500545

5138379709298177

4301441381068613212575

419945980821492577724761

11652198911905355108206

47430631818294158216223

2327441571449345364400332

123899911743640734741658

33381,4411,0867886781,0011,2421,158

9254,5754,1863,3382,4623,1163,7103,620

o
CO Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.



tax during the ifrst ifve years in which the ifrm earns a proift and accelerated
deprecation rates.
All investment in transportation and communications, except motor vehicles,

is either implemented directly by the public sector or controlled by it. These in
vestments are as a rule made in very large projects. In the long run they are de
termined by the country's infrastructure requirements ; in the short run they are
not directly connected with such demand but nonetheless strongly inlfuence it, and
hence can serve the Government in regulating economic activity. After a rapid
growth in 196869, investment in this sector decreased by 4 percent in
1970, and exclusive of ships and aircraft,by 16 percent. The factors depressing
the level were (a) the completion of most of the work on the EilatAshkelon oil
pipeline ; (b) the cut in Government outlays on telecommunications and roads ;
and (c) a 10 percent fall in purchases of commercial vehicles and passenger cars
for business purposes.1
The decline in vehicle acquisitions must be viewed in the light of the strong

upsurge (74 percent) in the previous year, due in part to the advancing of
purchases in anticipation of a currency devaluation and of tax hikes on new
vehicles after the elections. Moreover, vehicle maintenance costs rose steeply in
1970. It should be emphasized that in both 1969 and 1970 investment in motor
vehicles was very high compared with preceding years, a result of the pickup in
economic activity, the lengthening of domestic transport routes due to the links
with the administered areas, and the larger number of vehicles scrapped.
In 1970 there was a heavy investment in shipsIL 168 million as contrasted

with IL 36 million in 1969 (at 1970 prices). But, as already noted, little im
portance should be attached to the exact timing of the deliveires of ships and
aircraft. Such investments are planned far ahead of actual deliveries, and hence
it is only the general trend that is relevant. In the past few years the tendency
has been to expand the merchant lfeet, mainly by adding oil tankers, refirgerated
ships, and bulk carirers. In 1970 the main accretions to the lfeet were tankers
to serve the EilatAshkelon oil pipeline.
In agriculture the longrun declining trend in investment carried over through

the year reviewed, reducing the share of this sector in the total capital stock.
The steepest decline (16 percent) was in land reclamation and afforestation,
where the ifgure fell to its lowest level in the past decade, mainly owing to the
full employment prevailing in 1970. Since such investment serves the Govern
ment in regulating employment, it is reasonable that it should be cut back
sharply in a year of full employment. Excluding afforestation and land reclama
tion, gross agricultural investment held steady in 1970, the net result of a 28
percent increase in farm structures and a 10 percent decline in equipment
(which was still very high compared with the years before 1969).

J This section discusses purchases of motor vehicles for investment purposes only. Passenger
vehicles purchased by individuals are not included in investment but in consumer durables.
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Capital spending in commerce and services was also inlfuenced by the Gov
ernment's policy of restraint. The total ifgure edged down only 1 percent, but
investment by the public sector and nonproift institutions fell much more pre
cipitately. Investment in Government and local authority service structures was
down 11 percent. Total investment of nonproift institutions dropped by 5 per
cent, the combined result ofa 17 percent decrease in buildings (due partly to the
smaller number of building permits granted by the Government) and an in
crease in purchases of equipment, particularly for health services.
The expansion of tourism and the bright outlook for this industry led to a

14 percent larger investment in hotels and other guest establishments. Business
expenditure on the construction of premises did not change, but that on equip
ment rose.

5. Investment by Type of Asset
The decline in nondwelling investment other than ships and aircraft was

concentrated in structures and earthwork (12 percent), while expenditure on
equipment, both local and imported, rose 8 percent. The weight of equipment
in nondwelling investment (excluding roads and transport equipment) thus
continued upward, from 52 percent in 1969 to 58 percent. This, however, does
not necessarily indicate any change in the composition of the capital stock. In
the ifrst place, the lifespan of buildings is double that of equipment, so that the
proportion of gross investment intended for the replacement of wornout assets
is higher for equipment than for buildings. Secondly, in branches where the
bulk of the investment is in largescale projects, such as irrigation, electric power,
and mining, the purchase of equipment lags behind investment in structuresin
fact, considerable time elapses between the start of work on the project and the
installation of equipment. There are only a few projects of this sort, so that in
any particular year the ratio between structures and equipment is quite ran
dom. In these branches the ratio should be examined upon completion of the
project.
The share of equipment in the industrial capital stock rose in the last two

years, but at the beginning of 1971 it was still below the 1965 level, even though
the weight of equipment in industrial investment has risen by 20 percent p.a.
since 1965. This is explained for the most part by the difference in the lifespan
of buildings and equipment. In 196570 discards came to 39 percent of gross
investment in equipment and only 5 percent of that in buildings. The uptrend
in the share of equipment has stemmed partly from the growing importance of
industries that are heavy users of equipment, and to some degree it may also be
attributed to technological changes.
In business services the share of equipment has been advancing steadily in

both investment and the capital stock. The reason for this is the heavy purchase
of electronic computers and modern ofifce equipmentin other words, the in
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TableV5

GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT, BY TYPE OF ASSET, 196570

)IL million, at 1970 pirces)

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
Percent annual increase

or decrease ()
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

New construction

Dwellings

Nonresidential structures

Other construction

Assets from farm output

Machinery and equipment

Locally produced

Imported

Motor vehicles

Ships and aircraft

Total ifxed investment

152,5822,3891,9211,6142,0632,421

191,4411,0867886781,0021,242

9654675588510636698

12487628545426425481

21616674877088

121,4281,322971613769877

5509493353279321337

17919829618334448540

2630631818294158216

49198911905355108

164,5754,1863,3382,4613,1153,710

22 19 24 8

32 16 38 33

20 15 15 3

2 28 15 22

26 16 10 9

20 58 36 8

13 26 40 3

25 85 34 11

40 91 75 

4 258 52 118

21 36 25 9



Table V6

SHARE OF EQUIPMENT IN GROSS FIXED INVESTMENT, BY SECTOR, 196470

(percentages)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Agriculture 32.0 37.4 37.2 33.7 40.3 51.9 49.5
Irrigation 17.8 17.5 14.0 12.4 19.1 23.1 27.1
Electric power 42.0 57.5 58.1 51.8 61.5 46.6 55.4
Industry 57.4 60.7 68.5 66.7 73.5 81.6 81.2
Transportation and
communications" 51.1 45.0 46.3 51.4 36.2 35.2 43.0

Commerce and services 29.3 27.5 27.9 28.7 31.3 34.6 41.0
Total" 43.0 43.6 42.8 41.7 48.0 52.3 57.6

" Excluding ships, aircraft, motor vehicles, and roads.
" Excluding ships, aircraft, motor vehicles, and roads, but including construction equipment.
In the construction industry equipment is the only component of the capital stock.

troduction of a new product that is much more expensive than the type of
equipment used before.
Total expenditure on equipment was up 8 percent in 1970, compared with

36 percent the year before, with the growth rate sagging more for locally
manufactured than imported equipment. The weight of domestic production fell
most in industrial and in transportation and communication equipment, while
in agricultural implements it rose. Shortrun fluctuations in the proportion ex
pended on domestically produced equipment are not very signiifcant, since such

Table V7

SHARE OF EQUIPMENT IN THE GROSS CAPITAL STOCK," BY SECTOR 196571

(percentages)

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Agriculture
Irrigation
Electric power
Industry
Transportation and
communications" 37.3 38.4 39.5 39.4 38.3 36.6 36.0

Commerce and services 19.9 20.3 20.6 20.8 20.6 20.3 21.1
Total" 40.4 38.5 37.8 37.0 36.9 37.1 37.7

* Gross capital stock at the beginning of the year.
" Excluding ships, aircraft, motor vehicles, and roads.
* Excluding ships, aircraft, motor vehicles, and roads, but including construction equipment.
In the construction industry equipment is the only component of the capital stock.
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Table V8

SHARE OF TOTAL OUTLAY* ON CAPITAL GOODS" SUPPLIED FROM LOCAL
PRODUCTION, BY SECTOR OF DESTINATION, 196470

(percentages(

197019691968196667196465

6354586457Agriculture
2326233229Industry
2835262525Electric power and water
1515113723Construction equipment
3942454843Transportation and communications"
5352545253Commerce and services
3637374541Total, excl. ships and aircraft
3235314235Total, incl. ships and aircraft

* At constant 1969 prices.
b Machinery, equipment, and mobile transport equipment.
c Excluding ships and aircraft.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

outlays are largely a function of the sectoral composition of investment. Much of
the equipment required by the economy is not manufactured in the country, and
stepping up the production of capital goods in response to mounting demand is
a slow process.

Investment immediately creates both directly and indirectly income and
employment in the country, as relfected by the level of current economic activity.
The product component of investment depends largely on its composition
by sector and type of asset. In the year reviewed total expenditure on nonresiden
tial construction was down 13 percent, compared with a 3 percent rise in do
mestically manufactured equipment. Since the product component of investment
is much higher for structures than for equipment, this means that the product
component of total nondwelling investment declined. Gross investment in hous
ing, on the other hand, rose by 33 percent in 1970, and was responsible for much
of the growth of the national product and employment.

6. Capital Stock
Gross investment falls into two categories, the demand for which is deter

mined by two different factors: (a) the need to replace equipment that has
been withdrawn from use because of obsolescence this type of investment is
a function of the size and composition of the capital stock; (b) investment for
expansion purposes, which augments the capital stock and is largely a function
of changes in the national product. Investment is essentially a protracted process
of adapting the existing to the desired stock of capital assets. In other words, it
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Table V9

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL STOCK, BY SECTOR, 1970

(IL million, at 1970 pirces(

Percent
ofincre
mental
capital
stock,
1970

Percent of
total capital
stock (begin
ning of year(

Capital
stock,
begin
ning of
1971

Incre
mental
capital
stock,
1970

Discards,
1970

Gross
invest
ment,
1970

Capital
stock at
beginning
of 1970

19711960

513224,309111902014,198Agriculture
2792,1813512472,146Irrigation
2721

( 9if
6,8556321838156,223Industry

121 26677216283656Construction equipment
4671,915106381441,809Electric power

3024187,6297212249456,908
Transportation and
communications

3127188,5147421578997,772Commerce and services

10010010032,0802,3687663,13429,712
Total ifxed non
dwelling stock

18,7431,378631,44117,365Dwellings

50,8233,7468294,57547,077
Total ifxed capital
stock

Source: Based on estimates of Dr. A. L. Gaathon. For deifnitions and explanations see A. L.
Gaathon, Economic Productivity in Israel (New York and Jerusalem : Bank of Israel in
cooperation with Praeger Publishers, 1971(.

is the connection between the growth of the national product and that of the
stock of capital that is relevant in the long run.
Although gross nondwelling investment remained constant in 1970, the gross

capital stock expanded by 8 percent in the course of the year. The growth of the
capital stock and that of the national product have traced a similar path: in
the last four years the capital stock went up by an average of some 8 percent
per annum, which is similar to the GNP growth rate in 1 96770.
During the past two years the industrial capital stock expanded particularly

fast by 11 and 10 percent in 1969 and 1970 respectively. These rates are
higher than the average for 196065, and are explained by the upsurge of de
mand for manufactures during the past two years and the very sluggish in
crease (23 percent) of the capital stock during the recession years. The share
of industry in the total capital stock declined in 196567 because of the low
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Table V10

GROWTH OF REAL GROSS FIXED CAPITAL STOCK," BY SECTOR, 196070

(percentages(
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■■ ■ ")annual

10101116158(c95average(

777129813531966

545107442431967

7581013538331968

86911146211231969

88810106310231970

a From the beginning to the end of the year.

level of investment duirng the recession, but its weight in the capital stock
is moving upward (see Table V8).
During the past decade there were conspicuous changes in the sectoral com

position of the capital stock. The share of agriculture fell from 22 percent at the
beginning of 1960 to 13 percent at the beginning of 1970, a longrun trend
which will probably continue. In contrast to this, the weights of the transporta
tion and communications sector and of services have gone up from 18 percent
at the beginnng of 1971 to 27 and 24 precent respectively by the beginning of
1971. This pattern reflects the need for heavy infrastructure investment in a
developing country. In transportation and communcations at least, the upward
trend will probably persist because of the growing need to develop roads and
telecommunications and the existing plans for the enlargement of the merchant
marine.
The rising trend in capital stock per employed person carried over through

1970, when the increase came to 6 percent. Heading the list were industry and
transportation and communications. In construction the figure has dropped for
the past three yearsa development contrasting sharply with that in the rest of
the economy. Since the June 1967 war contractors have been able to draw on
a large supply of unskilled labor from the administered areas, whose earnings
fall below those of the average for the sector. As a result, they have preferred
to employ labor from the areas and have been investing less heavily in equipment.
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Table Vll
GROWTH OF REAL FIXED CAPITAL STOCK PER EMPLOYED," 196670

(percentages(

" Transportation Commerce
Agriculture Industry struction and and Total"

s ruc ' n communications services

10.211.221.533.32.510.41966

12.214.42.418.615.26.41967

3.32.81.519.011.53.91968C

3.44.82.03.63.84.01969"

6.07.117.111.48.75.51970c

* Data on the capital stock are for the beginning of the year; those on the number of
employed are annual averages.

b The total includes electric ■power and water, which are not listed separately. The inclusion
of water in the agricultural sector and of electric power in industry would not affect the
results signiifcantly.

" Residents of the administered areas working in Israel are included in the number of em
ployed for 196870.
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